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Sin w01;keth,
Let J;Ue ~V<?tk too;
Sin undoeth,
Let me qo. ·.
Busy as sin my work I ply,
Till I rest ir1 .the re,st qf eternity.

Peath worketh,
Let me work too ;
Death undoeth,
Let me do.
Busy as death my work I ply,
Till I test in the rest of eternity;
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·AT: the outset, I wish to express my unshaken for Christians. But ·here it is necessary to .point
·conviction that the Fourth Gospel was written by out that, in using the evidence of the Gospels, we
one who had known our Lord intil:nately during are in an inferior position, and therefore have need
_the time 9f His ministry on earth, and had been of greater caution, than in using the Epistles and
· Bis personal disciple, and that this intimate and the Revelation. The Apostles, and others to
beioved disciple was probably the Apostle St. John; whom we owe books, have put what they had to
. also -that the last chapfer of the. Fourth Gospel, say in writing; and, although here and there there
with the possible ex~eption of one or both of the are unceitainties. of reading, yet, in ninety-nine
two last· verses, was written by the author of the cases out of a hundred,-,-to take a very low
rest of the Gospel. Consequently, evidence taken · estimate,-we are not in doubt as to what they
,from this Gospel is as authoritative as evidence have written. Christ has left nothing in writing.
taken from the Synoptic Gospels, In one sense, All that we have is a report of His words; or,
it is more authoritative, because such a disciple indeed, in most cases, a translation of a report
may be expected to have been more intimately of His words; for we may regard it as certain
acquainted with the ~ind of Christ ; although, in that, as a rule, He spoke in Aramaic, and. not in
another sense, it may be regarded as le.ss authori- Greek. And, in the case of the Second and Third
tative, because, being written later, there is more Gospels, together with a good deal of the First
possibility that the writer may, in some cases, have Gospel, what we have got is a report of a translation
.unconsciously given us, as Christ's words, what are of a report of His words. Thus, St. Luke gives U!:l
· his own interpretations of Christ's words. This his report of a translation of some one's report of
possibility, however, does not outweigh the enor- what Christ said. We may say that, in St. Mark's
mous advantage, possessed by no other Gospel, · case, the translation of St. Peter's report is
of being, throughout, the testimony of one who probably made by Mark himself; but still, even
had himself 'heard, and seen, and beheld, and here, it is a report of a translation of a repoit that
we get. There are perhaps few; if any, cases in
handled, concerning the Word of Life.'
:Whether or nci we ~re ·all .agreed as to the which we have got an exact report in Greek of
authorship of the Fourth•Gospel,we shall all of us, what .Christ spoke in Greek. There are.. perhaps
I suppose, allow that for the doctrine to be now not very many cases in which we· have an exact
considered, as well as for- any other article of translation in Greek ·of what our Lord said in
faith, the evidence derived from Christ's words, Aramaic. On the other hand, there may be cases,
as reported in the Gdspels, is 6r higher authority and possibly many cases, in which the Evangelists
than the evidence derived from the rest of the New have given us, neither an· exact translation, nor
Te9tament. When we are sure of what Christ eyen an accurate equivalent, of \Vhat was said,
has said, and of what He,meant by the words, the but ::m enlargement of it, or an. interpretation of
question, in any matter of faith or ~orals,· is closed it,. or an inference· from jt, made by a first or
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subsequent reporter. That the Evangelists tell . or an interpretation of His words; rather than the
us what they· believe to have been said,. need not very words themselves. Dogmatism is here very
be - doubted : truthfulness is stamped on every i much out. of place; and the process, always
page o( their testimony~ But the most truthful dangerous, of building a theory upon an isolated
witnesses unconsciously make mistakes, .sometimes passage, or even on a selection of passages,
by misunderstanding 'Yhat they have heard, some- without due consideration 'of qualifying statements
times by using inexact language in reporting what elsewhere, is here peculiarly perilous. It would
they have heard ; and reports of what has been almostseem as if in this s-qbject, which so excites
said, ai:J.d especially reports which haV.e gone human curiosity (a curiosity which some religions
:through several hands before being committed to try to gratify in gross or gro_tesque ways), God
has decreed that curiosity should not be gratified,
writing, must be used with proportionate caution.
. It might be thought. that' considerations of but that just so much should be revealed as is
this· kind destroy all security as to the substance necessary for our guidance, and nothing more.
of Christ's teaching. This, however, is not. at all What has been revealed may perhaps be summed
up thus : that there is a future life after death,
the ca~e. The general sub.stance is s.ecure enough,
on acco.unt of the. general agreement .. of . the and that our condition in that future .life depends
witnesses; which result is still further confirmed upon our behaviour in this life. · As regards
by the teaching of the Epistles, teaching which anything beyond this, · or any .details of the
could not have· originated, unless the testimony of future life, glimpses of possibilities are given us
the Gospels was in the main true. Moreover, so here and there, but little or nothing that can be
many of the utterances attributed to Christ are affirmed with certainty. As regards most of these
quite beyond the invention of the reporters. The possibilities it is rash to affirm, and it is perhaps
great doctrines of the Fatherhood of God, of still m·ore rash to deny. We have the right to
look for them, and to point them out where we
~he Divinity of Jesus Christ, of the Incarnation
and Atonement, of the sinfulness of man and of can find them ; but it is perhaps wisest to leave
the possibility of forgiveness, of the gracious them in the uncertainty in· which they have been
purposes of God towar.ds mankind, of the Resur- left in Scripture.
What is the reason for that uncertainty? Why
rection and of a judgment, are given us in so n1any
. places, in such different ways, and with such general has not much. more been clearly revealed ·to · us
harmony, that we need not doubt that in these respecting the 'things eternal which await us beyond
· cases we have a revelation of divine truths which the veil? I venture, with all reverence, to make
Christ came to make known or to. confirm. But one conjecture ; and it is put forward as nothing
it. is otherwise with regard to the doctrine which more than conjecture. It is· possible that what is
wehave to consider to-day.· In the providence hidden from us is God's love and mercy; rather
of, God;: that has been left in much obscurity. than His. wrath and ·severity. .There may be
Not· v~ry much has been told. -qs respecting the possibilities of salvation open to us of which here
conditions of'that existence ·which· awaits us after we have no conception~ You will perhaps !lay,
we have passed from this wor~d. It is not always If .that is so, why are we not cheered by the ·
easy to be sure. of the meaning of the passages in knowledge of them? Why are we kept in the
the Gospels which deal with this mysterious dark as to truths which would add so much to our
subject. It is not always easy to harmonize what happiness? I answer, Because of man'sincorrigible
seems to be said in one passage with wbat seems recklessness. With what fatal folly men, who
to be said in another.. And when we think that believe that in this life only is there a chance of
we have got several passages into line, we rnay winning salvation, will nevertheless act ! Even
find ourselves confronted with another group of when they also believe that to fail to win salvation
passages which appear to point in quite a different in this life is to incur endless suffering, they will
direction. Evidently, therefore, there is need o( still go on in a course of wickedness;. preferring.
caution in dealing with the evidence; and, in our to enjoy themselves for the present, arid take: the
cautious treatment of it, we must from time to chance of repentance some day, to. the adoption
of a strict rule of life at. once. Should we not, most
time bear in mind the possibility that in the words
attributed to our Lord. we have got an amplification of us, be far more reckless in our lives, if God
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had revealed to us that the possibilities of attaining
.to life eternal are far larger than our Bibles lead
us to suppose? Therefore; in me·rcy, God may
have withheld from us the knowledge of things
which; to the majority of mankind, would have
been more of a snare than a help. Of course the
cause of the silence may be that no such .additional
possibilities exist. There are alternatives, one or
other of which must be true, and yet we are left
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there not, probation beyond the grave? Are the
penal sufferings of the lost endless or not? Are
there some who will be for ever shut out from
the Kingdom, or will all be gathered in at last?
In each of these three cases, one of the two
alternatives must be true; but the Gospels, and
indeed the New Testament as a whole, leave us
in doubt as to which is true. There must be
some good reasons why we are left in doubt, and
the· one which has just been suggested may
possibly be one of them:
One fact that must be constantly remembered
with regard to all that is told us in the Gospels,
and in Scripture generally, respecting the unseen
world and a future state is, that the language is,
in nearly all cases, highly metaphorical. This
could not be avoided. Things which lie beyond
our.experience can "only be expressed in terms of
what lies within our experience. But no metaphor
is ever adequate. Some of it applies, some of it
does not apply, to the case which is illustrated by
the metaphor. In any given case it. may be im- '·
possible to determine how much applies, and how
much is mere alloy to carry the elements which
have real value. In considering the whole of the
subject before us, we have constantly to be
on _our guard against misinterpreting metaphor,
especially in the direction of over-interpretation.
It may have been owing to misapprehension of
metaphorical language, or simply because 'the
wish· was father to the thought,' that the Apostles
believed, and caused the first Christians to believe,
that Christ's return in glory would take place soon,
and that most of them might live to see it. Christ
had expressly said that He Himself did not know ,
the date of that day,· and therefore He cannot
have given any intimation· of the date, least of all
an intimation of a date that was false. We infer,
therefore, that there was misunderstanding; and,
if Apostles could misapprehend Christ on this
point, they may conceivably have misapprehended

'Him about other points, and unconsciously have
misreported His actual words.. I insist dn this once
more in order to point out the danger of building
a wide embracing theory upon fl. single reported
saying of our Lord, or even upon two or three such
sayings.
What is there, then, that does seem clearly to
emerge from the utterances of Chri(lt ·upon· this
subject?
He taught that at some time in the future He
will return visibly to this world, to put an end to
the ·present dispensation, to inaugurate a different
one, and to execute judgment upon the whole
human race. Seeing that many of, the human race
are dead, this universal and individual judgment
involves a resurrection from the dead. And seeing that, at Christ's coming, evil will be p~evalent
on the earth, His return will be a cause of anguish
to many, while to the righteous it will bring deliverance and great joy. It is perhaps hardly necessary
to quote texts from the Gospels in support of these
statements. They are among ·the characteristic
features of the First Gospel (I 340-43 I 627-28 I g28
2427-44 2 513-46), but they are frequent also in the
Second and Third. The subject is less frequent
in the Fourth Gospel, but it is quite distinct there
also : 'There cometh an hour, in which all that
are in the tombs shall hear his voice, and shaJJ
come forth; they that have done good, unto the
resurrection of life; and they that have done ill,
unto the resurrection of judgment' (52s. 29). Again,
'This is the will of him that sent me, that of all
which he hath given me I should lose nothing,
but should raise it up at the last day' (6 39 ;
cf. 40. 44). And at the close of the Gospel we have,
' If I will that he tarry till I come ' ( 2 I 22). The
reason why this subject is less prominent in the
Fourth Gospel than in the other three can easily
be guessed. At the time when St. John wrote,
the expectation of a speedy return of Christ was
dying or dead, and the growth of tl1e Church \vas
drawing the thoughts of Christians from the possibility of an appearance of Christ in the skies to
the urgency· of work for Him in the world.·· The
same cause has the same effect on· the Epistles of
St. Paul. The first group is much more full of
this topic than the later groups.
Let us treat the Gospels as ordinary historical
documents, quite apart from any theory of inspiration. They supply us with ample evidence that
Jesus Christ imparted to His disciples a profound
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impression as to the certainty of His return in
visible glory; to end this present life andto reward
each individual, living or dead, according to his
deeds in the flesh. Heaven and earth are to pass
away, but not any of His promises or His threats.
And it is to be remembered that in this matter the
evidence of the Gospels .is strongly confirmed by
evidence in the rest of the New Testament. It is
also worth remembering that modern science gives
its confirmation to that part of the conviction with
which Christ inspired His followers, which relates
to the passing away of the universe, as we know it.
There are men of science who predict that in some
future age, not only will life on this planet become
impossible, but the sun itself, with all its planets
welded into its mass, will be wandering, a huge
cinder, through immensity.
But what c~mmands our attention much more
than the destruction of the material universe is the
treatment which each human soul will receive at
'that day.' There are two classes, and (so far as
Christ's teaching has been preserved for us) there
are only two classes: the lost and the saved. And
here at once our perplexities begin. To us in this
life it would seem as if the two classes shade off
into one another by almost imperceptible gradations, so that if a hard-and-fast line is drawn at
any point, the moral difference between the soul_
that is nearest to the line on one side and the
soul that is nearest to it on the other side cannot
be very great. And yet this not very great moral
difference seems to involve the stupendous retributive difference between eternal life and utter ruin.
We may be certain that there will be no injustice;
but we are not told how it will be avoided. We
are left with the knowledge that there are· two
classes, with a very sharp line drawn betWeen; so
sharp that the differences between the classes are
inconceivable, such as., eye saw not, and ear heard
not.' About the gradations we are told nothing.
And once more we can reverently ·conjecture the
r<:ason for this silence. It warns us that it is beyond measure perilous to aim at being only ]ust
on the right side of the line.
We may pass by, almost without discussion, the
condition of those whom the Good Shepherd, when
He returns to judgment, will recognize as His
sheep. We see at once how it harmonizes with
our ideas of the justice and love of God that their
teward should be an immensity of bliss that can
never end. They enter into the joy of their Lord;

and no tongue can tell what' that will be. It is
with regard to those who, at the great assize, are
condemned for not having the characteristics of
His sheep that there is so much difficulty, out. of
which the Gospels do not help us, beyond the
very·important fact that they do not expressly condemn methods of escape from the difficulty which
we can think out for ourselves.
Perhaps the greatest difficulty of all is the
doctrine, commonly believed in the Church from
the third century to the nineteenth, and still be,
lieved by many, that the penal sufferings of the
. wicked are not only acute and terrible, but endless.
But let us carefully distinguish between 'suffe~ings'
and 'loss'; and let us -remember that 'punishment' may be a synonym for either. Sufferings
may be punishment, and loss may be puni~hment;
and we may have punishment which involves both
sufferings and loss. Again, in a case· in which
punishment involves both sufferings and loss, the
sufferings may be transitory, while the loss may be
permanent. With this distinction in our. minds;
let us return to the question whether the Gospels
require us to. believe that the penal sufferin,gs of
the wicked are endless. It is, I suppose, true to
say that there is no passage in Scripture which
explicitly states that they are not endless; otherwise the terrible and disastrous doctrine that they
are endless could never have obtained such a firm
hold upon Christians throughout so many centuries.
On the other hand, although there are passages
that have been supposed to imply that the agonies
of the impenitent are interminable, there is in
truth no passage which expressly states this ; and
it is marvellous ·that so many Christian teachers,
including leaders of our own Church in· our own
day, have been willing, and even eager, to preach
this appalling doctrine upon anything less than the
surest demonstration from the words of out Lord
and His Apostles. And anything approaching tO
demonstration; thank God, there is norte.
Amongthe passages which have been supposed
to imply this doctrine are these. 'Where their
worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched '
(Mk 948 ). The words are highly met::tphorical,
and we must not build doctrines on metaphors.
Secondly, the verbs are present, not future; they
state the normal condition of the worm and the
fire. As Swete says, 'The question of the eternity
of punishment does not come into sight.' There
is continuous torment in the present, but nothing
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is sa~d a, bout epdless torment in the future. ''fho~
shalt by no·means come out the.nce, ti'll thou have
paiq the last farthing ' (Mt 526). , Here there is no
declaration that .payment cannot be made after the
debt()r has been put in prison;. No such dangerou.~
hope is held out as that payment can be ma.de
after the prison doors have closed; but tha,t doy~:;
not prove that there . .is no hope.·. Still less does it
prove that the debtor cannot die in prison. All that
· is said is, that he cannot be set free till. payment
is made: ' Whosoever shall speak ·against the
Holy Spirit, it shall not be forgiven him, neither
in this 'IRJorld, nor in .that which is to cqme' .(Mt.
1 2 32)! W.hether or .no this implies that .some sins,
un(orgiven in this world, can be forg.iven in the
pext, it certainly does not. imply that. blasphemy
againstthe Holy Spirit will be visited with endlesS;
ang~.tish. . .The parallel in Mk 329 gives 'hath never
forgiven~ss, but is guilty of an,eternal !?in' (lvox.6s
b:rnl{ a,lwvlov ap.apr~p.aTos): i.e. a sin, which bRlopgs
to the age to· come, holds him fast; or, a sin~ agelasting, ip. its consequences, has power. over him.
Although pot.hing is said about everl;lsting pain,
yet this solemn text does seem to·imply irrevocable
loss, .and therefore · a penr:dty that has no end.
Somewhat similaJ; are the stern words, 'These
s!u!llgo aw<J.y into eterpal (or age-lasting) punishm.ent' (ds KQ{.a(nl! alWJ!tol!) j tO Which is added. in
contrl!-st, '9ut the righteous into eternal life' (Mt
25 46). Here the punishment and the reward both
have tl;le sarne epithet, al<i>vws, which must have
the same mea1,1ing in both cases. · Let us assume
that · th!"l epithet is equivalent to, 'everlasting,'
Will it follow from this that the punishment involves .everlasting suffering? By .no means. Part
of the punishment, and perhaps the greater part o(
it, is exclusion from the endless joys of the Kingdom. If that exclusion is final, then the puni~h
ment is endless,:whether or .no the excluded souls
remain for ever aWare of their Joss. A l1Jll.l1 _imprisoned for felony is in punishment, even .whe.g
he is asleep; for he rnight be free and enjoying
himself. Let us assume that the,exdvded souls
feel. the agony of their exclusioJl for a period proportionate to their misdeeds, and then either. ceas~
to exist, 01' cease to suffer. If they are never admitted to the kingdom, they may be said to have
an everlasting punishment. This explanation is at
lea.~t as old; asthe second century; for, in a pass.ag~
of which .we fortunately have the original Greek as
welL a.~ the Latin translation, lremeus says : 'The

good things of God are eternal and endless (aiwvu~
Kat, aT<Af.VT7Jra~aeterna et sz'm fine); and for this
reasqn the ~eprivation. of them_ (UTtp'YjO'LS al;TWJ!:'a.mzssio eorum) is also etemal and, endless' (v. xxvii,
?)·Again, twice in Matt. we have the expression' the
eternal fire' (To, 7rVP TO, alt/lvtov) into which si,nners
maybe cast (18 9 25 41 ) 1 for which '~he unquenchable
fire' (T?> 7rvp TO atT{3<iO'T01!) is used as an equivalent
in Mk 943 ; _cf.. Lk 317.: In none of. these pas:;;ages
is anything said about .endless s,ujferinl{· An un~
quenchable fire is one which cannqt be put out,
1,10t one which will burn. for; ever.; and, ·even if .the
fire can. be supposed .to. burn for ever, it does ~ot
follow that what is thrown· into .it will burn for
ev~r, still less that creatures whi~h can feel, when
tJ1rown into it, will feel the agony of burning for
ever. When sinners are compared to weeds or
frqitless branches, which iue thr.own into· th~ fire,
the obviou~ meaning is that the refqse is consumed
and utterly destroyed; and in some cases this is
expressed by the compound verb Ka'Tat<a{w,,' l:mrn
up' (Mt 31 2 I 3 30· 40, Lk 3 17). It. is remarkaple
that the epithet alwvws is nevef found with a word
which necessarily implies suffering, such as A.v1rYj,
f3&.tTavos, oovv7J, K67ros, wOLf<iS"1 and the like ; nor yet
wjth words which imply the expre$sion of suffering,
. as KAav()p.6s, oovpp.6s, ()p~l!f'S, or ,OaKP.Va.. The expression 'weeping and gna_shing ,of teeth ' occurs
six times jn Matt., and once in Lk., ·but. 'it.~ is
nowhere said to be al<i>vws·; and, indeed; nowhere
does qur Lord say anything about the duration of
the ·pains wh~ch impenitent sinners must undergo.
T!lus far I have been assuming, fqr the sake of
~trgument, that alwvws)!; equiv<J.lent to~ everlasting •
or! en~iless.' But We have no right to assume that
it ;:tlways has t!lis meanipg. In the LXX it is :used
of v:arious things which •are not everlasting, as of
Jewish laws and cus~o.ms which. have come to an end,
oflandmarks whichcanbe changed, al}d of Leviathan,
\yhich cannot be ma<;le ipto a OouA.os alwvws-. •$till
mqre important is its use in the N.T, of the fire
which consumed Sod om and Gomorrah ·(Jude 7).
Sq that even ifwe;hadfound any such expression
as (3atTavos alwvws, we should still lack scriptural
proof for saying that the penal torments of the
wick.ed are endle~:;s.
_
· ·.
·
. J?ut . this unscriptura.l doctdne of unending
suffering has not ·arisen simply · through forced
interpretations of Je~~s, which neither express it,
nor of necessityjmply· jt... It bas received immenstt
~upport from the equally upscriptural doctrine of
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the natural immortality of the soul. Westcott rightly eternal loss, and might mean etemal . suffering.
calls this 'the heathen guess of the immortality of But not one word is said abo1,1t eternal suffering-;
the' soul ' (Gospel of Life, p. 55), and points out nor are we told that eternal means endless.·
that the substitution of it for the fulness of the
If the soul is by nature immortal, then, of two
Christian creed ' destroys the idea of the con- alterna~ives one must be true. Either the wicked,
tinuance of our distinct personal existence' (Gospel who are to be punished, must suffer for ever and
of th~ Resurrection, p. 6). We owe the prevalence of ever, .or all will at last be saved. Tertullian and
this doctrine in Greek-speaking races to Plato, and Augustine take the former most terrible alternative,
in Latin-speaking races to Cicero. . In the Christian Origen takes the second, and include~. in it .e.ven
Church Athenagoras was perhaps the first to intro- Satan and his angels. If the soul is not by nature
duce it in the East; but its prevalence in the West immortal, then it is possible .that the wicked, after
is due to the overwhelming in_fl(Jence (in this, as in receiving the due· punish,ment for their n;iisdeeds,
some other things, most disastrous) of Augu~tine. will, in scriptural language, 'die,' or f perish/ or
At the present day, probably at least nine Christians ' be destroyed , ; in . modern languiige, will . be
out .of ten are under the impression that the annihilated.
immortality of the so~l is taught in Scripture. The
This paper is already long enough, and. there is
expression ' immortal souls ' is so common, that not time to discuss these tremend.o:us alternatives.
pearly every one supposes that this is part of Whitt I chiefly aim at is, to ~rge recom;ider::'-'
reyealed truth: That souls can beCOfl!fi imm()rtal, tion and abapdonwent of tlw frigbtftil dogma of
canwin eternal life in, Christ, is taught 'over and unepding agony, which ha.s dope, and cqntipues ~0
over again in Scripture. That souls are in their own do, so much miscb:iefto tl;le ca:use of religion. It
nature immortal, aQ,d, having once c9m.t;! into is, I believe, steadily dying, less perhaps because
.existence, can never cease to be, is nowhere taught peqple' are coming to see that it i~ pot foupd, in
in Scripture. So far from that, the contrary i~ Scripture, than becap.se? tbe; consciences of. men
~mplied_ over and over again. lf map is naturally
revolt agail}st.it, Jt is feltto be a rnonstto\J~ libel
imperishable, what is the meaning of the declaration op the character ofthe Almighty.; for it cai:ln<J.t be
that the object of Christ's death is 'that whosoever rec.onciled with His a,ttdh:ute, .of~ j1,1stice, tp say
believeth in him should not perish, but _have ever- ppthing of His essential charaqtexistic of love. h
lasting life '? If every one is to abide for ever, . attributes to Him conduct, whichj:,if it were· re,
either in happiness or misery, why a_~:e we assured ported of a human being, we .<should, condemn as
that 'whosoever doeth the will of God abideth for atrocious, put whi<;:h is justified in- His' ease,, either
ever ' ? If all mankind are to live for ever, why as being an jncomprehen.sible mystery; or by
tell us that those who eat the Bread of Life shall sophi!ltical argm:nents· which 'debase the reason and
live for ever? And is it not amazing that Scrip- the conscience of those· who accept them. It is
ture should persistently speak of the wages of sin supposed to be u_sefuL as a· deterrent;, but experias death, and the end of impenitent sinners as ence shows that it is of little avail for this purpose.
destruction and perdition, if men are possessed of It terriijes and perplexes religious people; but it is
souls which cannot die, whatever they may do? precisely the most irreligious people who ha':e the
The language of Scripture is thoroughly cpnsistent, word 'hell' most frequently and fearlessly on their
if ~ouls are mortal, but :,JW capable.of avoiding lips; although they understand ' hell' to mean
death ;tnd winning immortality. If souls are endless torment. lt may be doubted whether a
naturally deathless, then we have to give to' death' person, who is not deterred ftom sin by the belief
and ' destruction ' the highly unnatural meaning of that he must suffer for his siri, will be deterred:by the
'living for ever in unspeakable misery.' Scripture belief that his suffering will be endless. _ The one
tells us that the death which puts an end to our belief may make him circumspect, the othe:r only
lives in this world is not final; there is ,a life too pos:;;ibly will make him desperate; . .On the
beyond the grave; in which people will be rewarded qther hand, the man's own moral sense allows him,
or punished for their conduct in this life. Scrip- or perhaps compels him, to believe that he must
ture .als.o tells us that the reward for good conduct stiffedor his sin; but it will possibly tell him that
here is eternal life, and thatthe penalty for wicked a religion which requires him to belit:ve. that finite
t.<?l).duct is eternal puJ.;lishment, which ~ust mean sin will be visited_ wit!l infinite pahl: and misery
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cannot be' true. Some of us· cah remember 'the
sensation which was produced by John Stuart
Mill's emphatic protest against Mansel's mode of
defending this disastrous doctrine ; and what he
said forty years ago many are thinking now. Why
do English clergy still give countenance to a belief
that places Christianity at such tremendous disadvantages?
This belief is found in Keble's Christt'an Year 1
(5th Sunday in Lerit), and we cannot help that,
however much we may lament the fact. It is also
found in Hymns Ancient and Modern, and we
might at least avoid using those hymns which
contain it. It is true that in later editions Cas wall's ,
' who love Thee not must burn eternally' ( 106) has :
been changed into 'are lost eternally ' ; but in the
next hymn, by the same writer, we have, 'which
from endless torments did the world redeem.' And ;
this hymn is frequently sung : I have myself heard
it twice in the same church on the same day.
Possibly there are other instances of such
.
expressions.
Nothing in this paper is meant to suggest that ·
the punishment of the wicked will be otherwise
thim terrible ; so terrible, that it is well worth our ·
while to strive' earnestly and unceasingly to avoid '
it. Scripture does not allow us to · give any ·
ericouragement to the easy optimism of the present ·
day, which would intimate that God is an indulgent
Father, who is too kind and merciful to be severe
even on His most rebellious children. But, on
the other hand, Scripture gives us no right to teach,
or to encourage, the dreadful belief, that, if things :
in ihe other world can be measured by time, the ·
sufferings of the wicked are .everlasting. Ought
we, by dark hints in sermons, to seem to accept
and imply the frightful belief, that the infliction of
agony is to be prolonged under conditions where
· there is no need of it as a deterrent, and where
there is no possibility of its reforming the recipient
of it; and prolonged for ever and ever? Ought we
to us'e hymns which definitely express this doctrine?
And how shall we answer the charge of grossly
misinterpreting the Bible, and of lading men with
burdens· too grievous to be borne, if we teach that
a consuming fire is one which keeps alive and
torments that which it consumes; that destruction
by fire means being preserved for ever in the
agonies of burning; and that eternal death means
living for ever in ceaseless suffering? Moreover,
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we do a great deal towards encouraging this doctrine,
when we allow ourselves to talk too readily of
'immortal souls.' The Bible teaches us that the
souls of the•righteous are immortal, but it gives us
no right to declare that good and bad alike have
souls that can never have an end.
I made just now an important reservation : 'if
things in the other world can be measured by time.'
But perhaps they cannot. Perhaps there, what we
so often say, without being able to know the
meaning of our words, will be found to be truethat Time will be no more. It may be that all this
perplexity about 'endless' and 'not endless,'
about 'everlasting' and 'temporary/ is simply
owing to conditions of thought in this world, which
may have no existence for those beyond the veil.
In that case, to ask how long the Sufferings of the
wicked will last may be as meaningless as to ask
whether they will be square or. round. That
possibility ought to make us still more wary in the
language that we use. For nothing that we know;
or can know, justifies us in maintaining a doctrine
against which the enlightened conscience of ·mankind instinctively revolts.
Before concluding, let us return once more to
the faCt which has always to be remembered in
considering what· has been revealed in Scripture,
and especially what has been revealed respecting
the unseen world and the life that is to come;
namely, that this revelation has been made, and of
necessity made, iri language that is metaphorical,
symbolical, apocalyptic. And there is perhaps no
more fruitful source of -error than that of taking
metaphors literally and then drawing inferences
from them. Interpretations of Scripture which are
based on any such method may be vitiated from
the outset owing to the false start; and the more
cogent the subsequent reasoning, the more potent
for mischief the ultimate conclusion will be. Let
us take a simple instance, in which the taking of
language which is probably symbolical as if it were
literal does not lead to any more serious result than
ideas about the attendant circumstances of the
Last Day which are quite untrue.
In our Lord's words respeCting that crisis, the
First Gospel adds to what is recorded by Mark and
Luke the remarkable statement : 'And then shall
appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven'
(Mt 2430). Cyril of Jerusalem says on this: 'Now
a sign truly characteristic of Christ is the cross : a
luminous sign of a cross goes before the king'
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(Cat. xv. 2 2 ). Chrysostom has the s~me idea. But
the Gospels give no support to it; and it is str:tnge
to find it in writers who are quite -ready to interpret
the preceding words about signs in the sun, moon,
and stars as symbolical. Thus, the moon is the
Church, which will then receive no light from
Christ who is the Sun, and the stars are the saints
who will then lose their influence. So that while
heavenly bodies which really exist are treated as
symbols, language which is probably symbolical is
interpreted very realistically of a luminous cross,
visible to the physical eye, and darkenin~. by its
brilliancy sun, moon, and stars. This highly
questionable interpretation has been preached in
our own day as if it were a certainty, and perhaps
still is preached by some.
Dr. Sanday, in his very valuable volume on The
Life of Christ in Recent Research, has done excellent
service in calling attention to the very large part
which symbolism has to play in the Bible. Truth
could not be conveyed, or could not so naturally
and easily be conveyed, in any other way. And
at the time of Christ apocalyptic language had

become current among the Jews to an extent which
even now only scholars are beginning to realize:
The only Jewish apocalypse with which ordinary
Christian readers are familiar is the Book of DanieL
Very few read the Second Book of Esdras in the
Apocrypha. But now, thanks to the labours of
Dr. Charles and others, we have seven or eight
other writings of a similar character translated into
English, and. they· throw much light upon the .
language used by our Lord and His disciples. As
Dr. Sanday points out, when our Lord said, ' I
beheld Satan fall as lightning from heaven'
(Lk 1018), He was using apocalyptic language,
which ' belongs to the same category as the description of Satan being cast into the lake. of fire in the
Revelation of St. John. That; it might be said, is
Jewish and fantastic; but the meaning of our Lord
was not at all fantastic. What He meant was that
the victory overthe Power of Evil was virtually won.;
In investigating this subject for ourselves, and
still more in imparting the results of our investigations to others, let us be mindful of the peril of
taking symbolical language literally.
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THE GREAT TEXTS OF ,.THE PSALMS.
PsALM

vnr. 4·

' What is· man, that thou art mindful of him ?
And the son of man, that thou visitest him? '

The eighth Psalm is a very striking one. It
lifts the mind of the reader to a lofty height where
he seems to have soared above sin and sorrow.
It exults in man's greatness and Nature's grandeur.
It is not Hebrew and theocratic, but human and
universal. What it says is said of man as man;
of man as he ought to be, was meant to be, may
be. The subject is Humanity.
·
This is the Psalm of the Twilight, just as the
nineteenth Psalm is the Psalm of Sunrise or of
Morning. .The theme of both is the heavens ;
but in this Psalm we have the heavens spoken of
amid the gathering darkness of the evening,
whereas in the nineteenth we have the heavens
spoken of in the increasing light of morn.
Who is the speaker? Are we reading the
experiences of the . stripling still watching over

his father's flocks by night in the upland pastures
of Bethlehem? Or of the lonely fugitive contem"
plating the starry skies from the broad plains of
Philistia? Or of the powerful sovereign gazing
upward to the overhanging vault from the palace
roofs of Zion? Whether David the shepherd lad;
or David the outlaw, or David the king, it matters
not. The central idea of this magnificent .Psalm
is plainly expressed, and makes no ·demands on
historical criticism for its elucidation. Surveying
the outspread canopy of· heaven the .Psalmist is
overwhelmed with awe at the scene. Its vast·
expanse, its fathomless blue, its. starry. glories,
its beauty, its . purity; its repose, all. appal him
with the sense of their grandeur ; and, crushed
with the contrast between the .. greatness' .of
universal creation and the .littleness. of . the
individual man, he exclaims bewildered ; and
amazed, ' When 1 consider thy heavens, the
work .of thy ·fingers, the moon and the stars,
which thou hast ord~ined ; What is man, that

